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Creative
StART
Using Visual Art to Develop Creativity

Who Are we?
The Tees Valley Creative Learning Partnership
was set up in summer 2018 to support creativity and embed it
in the curriculum through visual arts.
The partnership is made up of:
Tees Valley Education a local primary academy trust
The Start Studio UK (CIC) a community art studio
Jan Barker - Artist and Teacher
The Northerns School of Art
The partnership works in collaboration with 9 local schools
and a number of local artists, from a wide background,
empowering teachers to use arts confidently in their teaching.
This coming term would have been the last of our 2 year
project and we would like to open the invitation to anyone
who might be supporting children's creative learning through
art and play.

This project is funded by

Our Aim
To provide starting points that help
young creators expressing their ideas
in a visual way. Activities support skills
development and techniques for:
Drawing
Painting
Collage
Textiles
Sculpture
Printing

Daily ideas
We will provide inspiration for a
creative activity you can do at home,
building a creative community using :
Resource ideas
Video's
Downloads
You share your work.

Who is this for?
These ideas can be used by
teachers and educators, childcare
providers, parents and children.
We want to raise the value of creativity, through visual art
activities and develop an understanding of why it is really
valuable for learning.
Connect primary schools with local artists and art practitioners.
Link with school curriculum.
Find ways to embed creative and artistic practices into everyday
learning.
Develop teachers skills through practical work shops.
Develop confidence in new skills.

Just try it.
We really want to give you ideas,
but we don't want to give you the
wrong idea. When you are creative
or artistic, your way is the right way!

The Paediatric Mental Health Association advice given in the
event of the recent schools situation is that trying to
homeschool children could be stressful, and thats the last thing
we need!
Whether you are using these activities at home or at school,
theyre meant to be ideas that young people in playful, creative
activities. They WILL learn! It just happens. Children wont learn
much if they're stressed, so make this a good time.

Whatever you
create is OK!
The only person that has to like it is you.
Decide what you like about your work.
What went well?
How you might develop it?
Practice.
Share what you have done.
What do you like, notice and wonder
about your creation?

Share and
celebrate
what you
create.
This helps you all see how
individual your ideas are, how
you develop and respond
differently.
Sharing gives us ideas.

Have fun!!
The most important thing is to
have fun and to be in the moment.
Creating can be a great way to
learn, express yourself and relax.
Be messy, be bold, be yourself!!

TVCLP

As we come to terms with a
changing world we expect to see
an explosion of creativity. Now is
your time to be playful, learn and
to shine!!

Send us pictures of your work, to
Sara@thestartstudio.co.uk, we will
share it in our online gallery.

Tag us
using one
of these

CreativityIsNotCancelled

and one
of these

CreativeEYFS
CreativeReception
CreativeYR1
CreativeYR2
CreativeYR3
CreativeYR4
CreativeYR5
CreativeYR6

How are you creative ?
The habits of creativity are:
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What will you be?

Persistant
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